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Introduction

New methods from molecular biology have the potential to
change medicine fundamentally. However, for the time being
there is a substantial gap between fiction and clinical reality,
especially in the field of oncology.
‘Cancer is clearly a disease of the genes’,1 therefore genetic

markers – in the most general sense – receive special attention
in oncology and specifically in leukemia research. To assess
the prognostic and therapeutic relevance of new parameters
information from different sources must be integrated: results
from molecular biology and clinical information such as fol-
low-up data, to determine which of the many possible para-
meter constellations, are related to relevant medical outcomes
like patient survival time or quality of life.
Despite the obvious advantages of integrated databases

covering all relevant clinical and research aspects of leukemia
there is no comprehensive software product on the market
because of severe methodological problems.
Results from different laboratory procedures are typically

stored in separate databases; new experimental parameters
especially are handled in dedicated research systems.
For statistical evaluation all records concerning a particular

patient must be linked. In the context of large data sets and a
larger quantity of data sources, integration can be a
challenging and time-consuming task. Common problems are
documentation inaccuracies, misspellings of names and
incompatibilities of data structures.
In the context of a nationwide German leukemia research

project (‘Kompetenznetz: Akute und Chronische Leukämien’)
we designed, implemented and evaluated a comprehensive
research database which was integrated into the routine work-
flow of a large clinical laboratory serving as a national refer-
ence center. All important modalities were taken into account:
cytomorphology, cytogenetics, molecular genetics, fluor-
escence in situ hybridization (FISH) and immunophenotyping;
altogether several hundred parameters per patient had to be
handled. The overall objective was to provide an integrated
database serving both for routine diagnostics and research
purposes, which is – from our point of view – the direction
we should go in the future.
In the next sections we present more details on our

approach, the results we have obtained so far and challenges
to be addressed in the future.
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Computer system

We applied state-of-the-art Internet technology to build the
integrated database: a Linux server (http://www.suse.de) pro-
vides an Apache web server (http://www.apache.org) and a
SQL database, which is accessed by means of server-side
PERL2 programs.
A dedicated software tool3–5 was applied for rapid

implementation of ergonomic, highly adaptive web forms. A
standard web browser at the client side (eg Netscape Com-
municator or Internet Explorer) is sufficient to use the system.
All programs are generated from templates by the tool set
mentioned above, ie no line of code is programmed manually.
We applied an iterative software engineering approach to

specify the detailed data structure. Regular user meetings were
held; after approximately 20 iteration cycles a suitable datab-
ase structure was defined.
To embed the system into the routine workflow of the lab-

oratory, word processing documents for written reports as well
as adhesive labels for probes are generated directly from the
database by means of templates which are completed with
the appropriate item values.
A very difficult task has been the integration of preexisting

records of all laboratory modalities and clinical information
covering approximately 5 years of operation.
Cytogenetics, cytomorphology and FISH data were

exported from a Windows-based desktop database application
(Cybase from MetaSystems; built with Paradox). Data were
adjusted to the new schema by means of a PERL-program.
Records from other modalities (molecular genetics,
immunophenotyping) as well as clinical information (follow-
up) were provided in the form of Microsoft Excel files, which
were converted to the new database by PERL programs.
The problems associated with matching of data for statisti-

cal purposes were one of the main incentives for building the
integrated database. To enable patient-specific evaluations,
surname, first name, date of birth and laboratory number were
used as matching criteria. We considered applying probabilis-
tic matching techniques,6 but finally decided to verify ques-
tionable records manually to ensure correct assignment by
means of lists of unmatched as well as similar cases (eg same
date of birth, but different surname).

Laboratory methods

The International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomencla-
ture7 was applied to document the karyotype of leukemic cells
and its aberrations. Cytogenetic analysis was performed
according to established standards.8

Molecular genetics applies polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
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as well as Southern blot for detection of gene rearrangements
and other gene mutations9–11 and real time PCR12 was perfor-
med for minimal residual disease detection13,14 and detection
of point mutations.15 Microarray data was collected from
Affymetrix Genechip(R) (http://www.affymetrix.com). Cyto-
morphological findings were supplemented as well as fluor-
escence in situ hybridization.16,17

Immunophenotyping was applied according to standard
procedures.18

The integrated leukemia database

A multi-user database with a web frontend consisting of eight
main modules was established:

(1) patient demographics and follow-up (see Figure 1);
(2) cytomorphology;

Figure 1 Demographic and follow-up data of the patient (translated to English). Important items are precise diagnosis, leukocyte count,
available material, date of diagnosis, survival time. The navigation bar provides access to the eight main modules of the system (demographics,
cytomorphology, cytogenetics, FISH, molecular genetics, immunophentyping, DNA arrays, summary report).

(3) cytogenetics (see Figure 2);
(4) FISH;
(5) molecular genetics (see Figure 3);
(6) immunophenotyping (see Figure 4);
(7) microarray data; and
(8) summary report.

To integrate the system into the routine workflow a German
frontend was required, including functions for administrative
purposes (eg billing). To ensure patient data security the sys-
tem was protected by a firewall. An English version of the
core data structure of all seven modules is available on the
Internet in XML-format (http://www.w3.org/XML) from
http://mdplot.ibe.med.uni-muenchen.de.. We want to provide a
framework for international standardization of data models in
the field of leukemia research and welcome comments from
other researchers. If other research groups build databases com-
patible with this core data set, pooled analyses are feasible.
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Figure 2 Cytogenetic module of the leukemia database (translated to English). The karyotype and its aberrations as well as technical para-
meters are presented.

Figure 3 Molecular genetics module of the leukemia database (translated to English). PCR results during first diagnosis are shown. In addition,
an overview of follow-up data can be generated.

To date the system contains information on 9415 cases from
5663 patients (March 2001). The leukemia laboratory of the
University of Munich acts as a nationwide reference center,
therefore patient data from 1026 physicians located at 244
hospitals are available online.
The data structure – including internal and administrative

items – consists of 15 tables and altogether 888 (!) variables.
For each probe 15 cytogenetic items, 10 PCR markers, 10
FISH probes, 8 MRD markers, 72 immunphenotype measure-
ments and one set of microarray data (binary large object) can
be stored; most parameters can be customized by the user.
Several probes per patient can be managed; for each sample
all procedures can be documented.

Leukemia

To assure quality of documentation the identity of the per-
sons who enter data is recorded automatically for each form.
Besides standard documents for every single method which

are printed and sent to physicians, the database allows various
search strategies, for example:

• create a file with all patients having AML M2 and t(8;21)
and follow-up data in real time PCR demonstrating therapy
success, or

• determine new aberrations in specific leukemia subtypes, or
• correlate cytogenetic findings to morphology, molecular
biology, immunphenotyping or microarray data and vice
versa, or
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Figure 4 Small section from the immunophentyping module of the leukemia database (translated to English). Administrative information (eg
type of material), gate parameters, precise diagnosis and MRD marker are provided.

• combine information of diagnostic results with survival data
and transfer them to a standard statistic program

Success factors: fine tuning and adaptive data entry

In a research environment, where current classifications tend
to be updated frequently, it is very difficult to maintain coded
data entry which is required for reliable statistical evaluations.
In this context we enabled the user to update the classi-

fication categories to ensure sufficient flexibility. All forms are
highly customizable by the user to enable flexible docu-
mentation. The content of certain pull-down menus can be
adjusted as needed to address the permanent progress in mol-
ecular biology generating eg new PCR primers. In the field of
immunophenotyping especially the parameters (ie antibodies)
and methods change frequently, therefore the documentation
scheme can be updated by the user.
The overall goal is to store complete and comprehensible

information: what parameter was measured according to what
method at what time for which patient by whom using
which material?
To support the generation of summary reports, text blocks

can be adapted individually.

Data monitoring and analysis of a complex database

By integration of heterogeneous data sources the complexity
of the system is growing substantially. It is important to keep
an overview of the system – in terms of completeness and
correctness – to avoid bias and imprecise results during stat-
istical evaluation.
To provide an overview not only on the structure, but also

on the available content, we designed a web-based data min-
ing tool which visualizes the number of non-missing values by
class and by item. This tool has been applied to other medical

domains19 and is available on the Internet from
http://mdplot.ibe.med.uni-muenchen.de/.
Figure 5 provides detailed information on the cytogenetics

data (for further information on this kind of analysis see Ref.
19).
This web-based data mining tool enables the identification

of variables, which are suitable for statistical evaluation and
helps to avoid bias due to missing values.
Statistical analysis was performed with standard software

packages (http://www.spss.com). Because follow-up data from
the AML-CG20 study were included into the database we were
able to confirm the prognostic relevance of specific cytog-
enetic or molecular genetic anomalies.11,21–25

The detection of new chromosomal aberration patterns is
supported by a specific program providing frequency distri-
butions of chromosome breakage points ordered by disease.

Impact of integrating clinical and genetic data

The rapid progress during the past years in the field of molecu-
lar biology in general and particularly in genomics is a major
driving force in the evolvement of the new discipline Bioinfor-
matics. There is, however, a substantial gap between genom-
ics and proteomics on the one hand and progress in clinical
medicine on the other. To identify genetic patterns which are
relevant to patients in general, genomic data – in the most
general sense – must be linked with clinical data in the con-
text of large clinical trials. The following basic question must
be answered for any diagnostic parameter: Is it relevant to
the patient?
To speed up the knowledge transfer from molecular biologi-

cal research into clinical practice, prognostic relevant vari-
ables, ie parameters that are highly correlated with important
medical outcomes like patient survival, must therefore be dis-
tinguished from surrogate markers. For this reason a close co-
operation between Medical Informatics and Bioinformatics is
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Figure 5 Detailed information on the cytogenetics data. For each item the number of non-missing values is provided. Item type: c, categorical;
n, numerical, t, text; o, other.

Important, as stated by Kohane,26 Altman27 and Miller.28

Biomedical databases are characterized by complex and
dynamic data structures. Formalization of medical facts is a
well-known, non-trivial problem.29 More than 800 variables
per patient were needed for the leukemia database. The effort
required for system design is characterized not only by the
number of items but also by the intensive fine tuning of the
system.
The integration of clinical and genetic data generates new

scientific results; some examples in the field of leukemia
research are provided in Refs11,21–25

Integration of clinical and scientific documentation requires
significant efforts, but is feasible and provides better data qual-
ity and therefore faster research results. Before the integrated
database was available, we lost up to 50% of cases when we
combined several data sources automatically due to mismatch
of patient demographic data and other inconsistencies.
Now comprehensive reports on data quality are possible;

this is very important to manage the content of the system:
missing or presumably wrong values can be identified and
corrected in time. One might argue, by means of range and
cross checks, that data quality should be enforced during data
entry. In the context of workflow integration, this is not rec-
ommendable, because often intermediate results have to be
stored.
Adaptive and highly customizable data entry is a key suc-

cess factor for bioinformatic systems. Forms consisting of up
to a hundred items cannot be filled in manually from scratch.
Therefore, intelligent methods to speed up the data entry pro-
cess must be implemented – for example, adjustable default
values, customizable text blocks and interfaces to technical
devices.
By means of precise documentation, for example new chro-

mosome aberrations30 can be detected earlier providing
important insights into genetic pathways.1

The need for international standards

Obviously our approach is focused on the needs of a specific
national laboratory and cannot be simply copied to another
leukemia research institution.

Leukemia

In the context of an epidemiological study on leukemia we
collected anonymous records from all over Germany and
recognized the wide range of varying data structures imposing
severe problems on building a common database. Therefore,
great efforts must be undertaken by the medical community
to standardize the documentation.
An integrated leukemia database handles approximately

five times more variables than a patient administration system
of a hospital, therefore a professional software product is
required.
Medical standards for documentation of leukemia are

urgently needed which provide flexibility, to handle progress
in research, and at the same time precision, to enable sound
statistical analysis. This challenge can only be addressed by
interdisciplinary collaboration between clinical and research
hematologists in co-operation with medical informatics
professionals and bioinformaticians.
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Future directions

Genetic and gene expression profiles generated by microarray
analysis are an important focus of ongoing research. With this
technique Alizadeh et al31 and Hedenfall et al32 demonstrated
recently that new disease entities can be characterized by dis-
tinct genetic pathways. The number of patients involved is
very limited so far. Integrated analysis of clinical and genetic
data will contribute in improving the understanding of leuke-
mia’s biology on a molecular level.
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